Flexible design solutions for residential nursing homes
There is great focus today on
building flexible residential nursing
homes that allow us to meet the
needs and wishes of each resident
while also creating the best working conditions for caregivers.
The needs of individual residents
vary greatly and can change over
time, e.g. from being ambulatory
to a more reliant and possibly

bedridden nature. Furthermore,
requirements for accommodation
can change when a new resident
moves in.
Guldmann and Flexi Foldedøre’s
solution of mobile walls and revolving/folding doors with ceiling
hoist system allows for the flexible design of residential nursing
homes with additional options for

changing the design when new
needs arise, without dismantling or
rebuilding.
It’s about using the best building
solutions to create the best
possible conditions for a growing
number of older residents and their
caregivers.
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2. Flexi’s Cubitus revolving/folding
doors provide the user with easier
access to the bathroom, for example,
since the doors provide maximum free
width and can easily be operated from
a wheelchair.
3. Flexi’s mobile walls allow the
resident to divide the rooms of the
residence into different sizes according to preference and needs.
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4. Folding doors and mobile walls run
effortlessly into transverse Guldmann
ceiling hoist rails. Both folding doors
and mobile walls are operated using a
transverse rail crossing module which
is out to the side, so that a GH3 ceiling
hoist can cover and serve the entire
residence unhindered.
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1. Combining Flexi’s revolving/folding
doors and mobile walls with a Guldmann GH3 patient lift system provides
unhindered access to the entire residence. Parallel rails are built discreetly
into the ceiling to function as tracks for
a room covering system. This solution
provides a flexible division and design
of the residential space.
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